Although syntactic features offer more specific information about the context surrounding a target word in a Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task, in general, they have not distinguished themselves much above positional features such as bag-of-words. In this paper we offer two methods for increasing the recall rate when using syntactic features on the WSD task by: 1) using an algorithm for discovering in the corpus every possible syntactic feature involving a target word, and 2) using wildcards in place of the lemmas in the templates of the syntactic features. In the best experimental results on the SENSEVAL-2 data we achieved an Fmeasure of 53.1% which is well above the mean F-measure performance of official SENSEVAL-2 entries, of 44.2%. These results are encouraging considering that only one kind of feature is used and only a simple Support Vector Machine (SVM) running with the defaults is used for the machine learning.
Introduction: Syntactic Features
The best features for machine learning classification are the ones that have the most discriminatory power, for the task at hand. This paper will be discussing the use of syntactic features (SF's) in word sense disambiguation (WSD.) In WSD, the task is to choose (or classify) the correct sense of the target word (the word whose sense is to be disambiguated) given the surrounding text. One type of feature that is commonly used in WSD classification systems is called bagof-words. Bag-of-words features are rather information poor, only specifying the presence or absence of words in the target word's context. SF's, on the other hand, are much richer in information. Not only do syntactic features have information on the presence of words in the context but they also include information about the syntactic relationships that hold between the target word and context words in the same sentence as the target.
In order to use SF's, a syntactic parser is needed that produces a parse tree for every training corpus sentence. The parse tree gives the syntactic relationships between words in each sentence. Connexor parser (Järvinen and Tapanainen, 1997) was used to annotate the data with syntactic relationships in the research presented here. In this research, a SF is defined as a connected group of words from a parse tree that must include the target word. The SF includes information on each of its words, the syntactic relationships between them, and information on how each word relates to the others in the tree hierarchy. The SF word information includes the word, lemma, and partof-speech (POS) for each word.
The use of syntactic features in WSD might seem to be a more effective discriminatory feature compared to a information poor feature like bagof-words because of the potential for SF's to offer more specific information about how the sense of a target word relies not only on the words around it, but also on the information about the syntactic relationships that hold between words. Alas, the fact that SF's contain more detail about the set of words in a specific SF makes it less likely for a given SF to occurred as frequently as the corresponding set of bag-of-words features, thus leading to a general problem with SF's of having lower recall. The issue is data sparseness not whether or not syntactic features have potential as a powerful NLP feature. Rather, the question is how can the strength of syntactic features be boosted. In this paper, we explore two ways to help syntactic features live up to their promise by:
1. Developing an algorithm for finding syntactic features in the sentence that surrounds the target-word. More specifically, the algorithm identifies all syntactic features that 1) involve the target word 2) contain a number of syntactic links that is less than or equal to a fixed maximum.
2. Allowing for abstract features. Syntactic features are made up of member elements of various types. The term "abstract" here is being used in the sense of being opposite of concrete. One type of member is the lemma element. A method has been devised to exhaustively enumerate all possible features where one or two wildcards have replaced original lemma elements. Any feature where a lemma has been abstracted to a wildcard is defined as abstract.
Both of these methods are shown experimentally to be effective in boosting recall. The specifics of the methods will be discussed in section 4 and the experimental results will be discussed in section 5.
The WSD Task

General Description
One of the reasons that human language is far from trivial to process is that many words in the lexicon hold different meanings depending on their context. For instance, the word "sense" has five senses as a noun and four senses as a verb according to WordNet 2.0. Two of the five noun senses are exemplified in the following two sentences:
1. There is a pleasing sense of justice about the observation. (Here "sense" means "general conscious awareness" -WordNet 2.0 )
2. There is no conceivable sense in going to the opposite extreme. (Here "sense" means "sound practical judgement" -WordNet 2.0)
The sense of a particular instance of a word in a text can only be determined by the surrounding context.
In the SENSEVAL competitions, teams of researchers build word sense classifiers. The teams are all given the same training examples of the same set of words. The task is to build one classifier for each word that classifies an instance of that word in context as one of its possible senses. The training examples consist of the target-word, along with the surrounding context which is typically several sentences. SENSEVAL is a supervised learning task so all of the training examples supplied by the SENSEVAL organisers come with a label in the form of a sense-tag that nails down the sense of the target-word to one of the senses listed in WordNet.
Different research groups try to outperform the other groups by using different and hopefully superior methods. There are, at least, five basic areas in which the groups may differ 1) training data used 2) enrichment of the training data, if any 3) kinds of features extracted for the machinelearning process 4) method of selecting the best features 5) machine-learning algorithm or combination of algorithms used.
Data Enhancements by Parsing
The SENSEVAL-2 and SEMCOR sense-tagged corpora were used as the training data in this research. This data was enriched by extracting syntactic information using the Connexor parser. It is difficult to extract reliable syntactic information without first processing the data with a good parser. Connexor is a dependency parser, as opposed to a constituency parser. Any type of syntactic parser that produces a hierarchical sentence tree could be used with the syntactic feature extraction methods used in this work.
Feature Selection Method
The method used for feature selection follows (Ng and Lee, 1996) . Three steps are used on all the features found by a given feature-extractor to filter them down to the selected, final set of features used in the machine learner. According to this paper, each feature must meet the following conditions to be selected:
1. The feature must have a feature count of at least
2. The conditional probability for some sense © given the feature must be greater than a predetermined probability.
Condition one is enhanced by allowing the minimum count to depend on the abstraction level of the feature where the abstraction level is defined as the number of wildcards in a syntactic feature.
Motivation
The SENSEVAL-2 papers indicate that no one came up with a single "magic bullet" idea that put them out in front of the crowd, rather the teams that did best were better able to combine known ideas and better able to make small adjustments in the application of these ideas. This is one of reasons this study concentrates on understanding the problems in-depth and improving a single type of feature rather than combining many features and using many different machine learners.
WSD Learning Infrastructure
Our WSD system is built on an extensible framework for feature extraction and feature vector construction. All of the experiments reported on here were done using this in-house system. Due to limited space, the system will not be described here but in (Bell and Patrick 2004.) 3 Syntactic Features and WSD 3.1 Dekan Lin (Lin, 2000) describes the only other WSD system we are aware of that makes use of syntactic features alone. Lin's system discovered all syntactic features in the corpus which inspired the current systems principle of only using syntactic features discoved automatically in the corpus. Lin's syntactic features are less inclusive, and less complex then those described in this paper. See section for further comparisons. He used a nearest neighbour (NN) algorithm to choose the best sense of the word. Despite having simpler features, his system showed better performance on the same task. In the conclusion to this paper , we will speculate as to why. (Yarowsky et al., 2001 ) describes the system that did best among all competing supervised-learning systems at SENSEVAL-2. This system is not directly comparable because they used five types of features and a more complex, voting scheme machine-learner. Nevertheless, it is instructive to contrast the Yarowsky's system syntactic features with those being described here. Their system identifies a closed set of syntactic feature types first (e.g. verb/obj) and then can only extract those types from the corpus.
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(Férnandez-Amorós, 2004) is also not directly comparable because he uses unsupervised learning. Again though, a comparison can be made between his syntactic features and those being described here. He first parsed all the WordNet glosses. He looked for parts of the parse trees that contained WSD target-words and used these subtrees as patterns for that target-word. He also used wildcards in place of pronouns and content words, like the current research. He uses transformations on these sub-tree patterns in a further attempts to increase recall. In spirit, his research and that described here are similar however he was not able to achieve the same amount of automation in both identifying syntactic tree topologies and in generating wildcard features. Also, his base-syntactic patterns were limited to those found in the WordNet glosses for a given target-word.
Methods
The SF's, described here, were originally inspired by (Lin, 2000) , however, a single one of Lin's SF's is not capable of capturing all the different topologies of subtrees involving the target word. Lin chose a limited yet easy to calculate set of syntactic features that involve the target word. Specifically, he extracted features that always started with the target word and included all the dependency links and words that would be touched on the way to any word in the sentence. Because his features never branch but rather are a string of words connected by dependency relationships we call them linear syntactic features (LSF's.) In his syntactic features he included the lemma and POS of the words in the feature and the dependency relationships that are on the links in-between the words. We have followed his lead in including this information in the syntactic features. Figure 1 shows the Connexor dependency parse of a random (and somewhat awkward) sentence from the SENSEVAL-2 data.
An example of a two link feature in this sentence would be one that started at the target word "sense" and then goes to the word "spending" by following the "mod" link and then finally on to "check" by following the "cnt" link.
From Lin's description of his features, even some linear features would not be extracted. For instance, features where the target word is in the middle of a linear path from one word to another in this sentence would not be extracted because his links ATSF running LSF running total total  1  3  3  3  3  2  6  9  3  6  3  10  19  2  8  4  15  34  1  9  5  21  55  1  10  6  27  82  0  10  7  30  112  0  10  8  26  138  0  10  9  16  154  0  10  10  6  160  0  10  11  1  161  0  10   Table 3 : Comparing the number of LSF's vs. ATSF's found in the sentence: "There is no sense spending 10 to check on a 20 debtor." (from the SENSEVAL-2 corpus)
features must start with the target word.
All-topologies Syntactic Features (ATSF's)
A version of Lin's LSF's was first implemented. Those types of SF's were automatically extracted from the enhanced corpus documents. It was obvious when looking at a dependency parse tree that while many features were identified there were many more potential features that the LSF featureextractor was not able to catch. Thus, a more allinclusive class of syntactic feature which we have named all-topology syntactic features (ATSF's), was developed. The major motivating factor behind seeking to extract ATSF's was that it seemed they would be more abundant than LSF's. The basic idea is that any subtree of a sentence parse tree with up to and including a maximum number of dependency links could be potentially useful as a feature. Referring to figure 1, one example of a feature that is not a LSF would be one that involves the words (is, no, sense, spending). The links involved in that feature could not be placed in a line. To give an idea of how many more ATSF's there might be compared to LSF's, table 3 shows the feature counts in the example parse tree. The feature count is broken down into groups of features that have the same number of dependency links in them. In each of our experiments, a parameter sets the maximum number of links that a feature can have in that experiment. The best performance to date comes from a maximum of three links. Table 3 shows that there are five times as many three link ATSF's as three link LSF's. In fact, in this example sentence, there are no LSF's that have more than five links and this sentence is typical.
Canonical Form and Representation
The same subtree could be represented in many different ways so a canonical form needs to be defined. ATSF's are defined as nested elements were each element has the basic form:
[DRWP]::lemma=POS [children]¡
Where DRWP stands for dependency relationship with parent. Out of the words in a feature, the word that is topmost in the parse tree being represented is placed first in the feature set. The DRWP of that top-most word is deleted. The rest of the dependency relationships further down the tree are represented in the children element of the top tree item. The children of a feature or sub-feature are sorted in alphabetical order by first the POS, then DRWP and finally by lemma.
For example, the feature involving the words (is, no, sense, spending) is rendered as:
Algorithm for Identifying ATSF's
In (Férnandez-Amorós, 2004) , the author called the problem of systematically identifying all syntactic features "challenging" and said that for lack of time he was not able to come up with a solution yet. We also found it challenging but were able to come up with a divide-and-conquer/dynamic programming solution which is presented in outline form here.
The basic idea is to define a recursive function whose job it is to identify all possible parse tree topologies that can be formed with a constant number of links where all topologies must involve a target tree node and may involve any or all of a group of neighbour nodes and their children. Let us call the function gen-all-topologies. It returns a list of features of all topologies. Its arguments are:
target-ID The unique identifier of the target node.
This would usually be the ID of the token node for a word.
links The function returns only syntactic features with this many links. first and rest get the first element and the rest of the elements of a list, respectively. neighbours* gets all of the neighbours of a node except for the target node. Once these two sub-recursive calls have returned we do a cross product of the two lists meaning that each member of a list must be combined with each of the features on the other list yielding a number features equal to the product of the sizes of the two lists of features. Determing how to combine two features into a bigger feature has a straightforward solution.
neighbour-IDS
gen-all-topologies is called ¦ times, where the links arguments ranges from 1 to ¦ which will obtain all features for a sentence with from 1 to ¦ links in the features.
The implementation of gen-all-topologies makes use of dynamic programming techniques, as some of these sub-recursive calls will be called more than once with the same arguments. Therefore, the returned features from each call are saved and simply used again if a call to gen-all-topologies with the same arguments is repeated. In one test, 35% of the calls were able to get the results from the dynamic programming results table. In practice, it seems that the feature extraction algorithm is fairly fast, even when extracting features with as many as five links.
Adding Abstraction to Improve Recall
Experiments show that the WSD system using ATSF's outperform the mean F-measure of 44.2% (see the results table 2, second to last row.) The best recall is 50.1%. The syntactic featureextractor was extended to first extract the same features as before and, in addition, derive additional abstract features where a "*" or wildcard might take the place of a (non-targetword) lemma. It is important to do the bookkeeping that keeps track of how many literal features make up an abstract feature so when it comes time for feature selection we know the count and the conditional probability with which that abstract feature supports given senses. Table 1 and its caption give details of a real example from the training data.
The addition of wildcard features can make an especially noticeable difference when a sense of a word goes from having zero features when wildcards are not used to having one or more features with wildcard use. Table 1 shows such an example. Table 1 shows an example of an abstract feature that has five literal features mapped to it. However, many abstract features are only spawned by a single literal feature from the training data (singlesupport abstract features.) At best, such abstraction features do not add new information and at worst they may add noise. Therefore, by default, abstract features with only one supporting literal feature have been removed. This aspect of the system is called over abstraction protection (OAP.) 
Minimum Abstraction Support
Feature Selection Strategies Based on Abstraction Level
It could be argued, that constructing abstract features comes with the risk of overgeneralization. One way to control this risk is by use of OAP. Another way to control this risk is in the feature selection process. Section 2.3 specifies that one of the conditions that a feature must meet to be selected is that its count must be greater than to not be eliminated.
Experiments and Results
All results discussed below are listed in table 2.
Abstract Features:
The experimental results back the importance of abstraction. The results table is divided into three horizontal sections based on the number of wildcards (0, 1, or 2) used in the experiments. The F-measure of every 2-wildcard experiment is greater than the the F-measure of every 1-wildcard experiment just as the 1-wildcard's are greater than the 0-wildcard's. This seems like strong evidence that abstraction is invaluable tool for increasing both precision and recall.
OAP:
The use of OAP is supported experimentally as the system does slightly worse when single-support abstract features are not removed. Experiment number 13 has the exact same parameters as the best performing experiment 14, but in 13 OAP is off while in 14 it is on. Experiment 13 does slightly worse than 14 probably because of the extra noise. Again, Lin's system is one of the few SENSE-VAL systems that only uses syntactic features and thus should be quite comparable with our system. Lin only gave his results in the course-grained scale. The scores in table 2 are all in terms of the fine-grained scale. Therefore, Lin's results are not included in table 2. His most comparable experiment achieved a coarse-grained F-score of 67%. The best coarse-grained F-score, of the system described here, was 61.2%.
Conclusion
The Yarowsky et al. WSD system achieved the highest official score with an F-measure of 64.2%. Their system used six types of features and a voting-scheme machine-learner that used five base machine-learners. Given that the system described here is using only a single type of feature, syntactic, and a single type of machine-learner, SVM, coming within 11.1% of the top score is quite respectable.
Lin's system, that used LSF's, performed better then the ATSF's despite our expectations to the contrary. One reason that ATSF's might not have outperformed Lin's features could be because Lin is using a nearest neighbor (NN) learner and Lin may be able to compose many simpler features to build up a similar picture to a fewer number of the more complex ATSF's. If this is the case, then ATSF's would not seem to offer any advantages over LSF's. The fact that Lin's system did significantly better then this system might say something about the use of nearest-neighbor , compared to SVM's. Lin's system built up a case library and thus did not forget any data quirks. This might be important in an area like WSD , where there is not a lot of supervised training data available, at this point.
There are some advantages to the ATSF's representation of the data. If one thinks of a feature as representing properties of the data then ATSF's can represent such properties more compactly. Several of Lin's features might be required to represent the same data property as one ATSF. Especially where it is important for humans to interpret the features culled from the data, the ATSF representation might be more efficient for humans to deal with. Table 1 : The first five rows above hold literal features from the training data for the word "blind." These 5 literal features did form one abstract feature, shown in the last row. The first example was not observed with the same sense as the other literal features. The occurrence count of the abstract feature that was formed from the literal features is five and since four out of five of the senses of the literal feature, are of the same sense (the sense of "blind" as being irrational), the conditional probability that this abstract feature supports that sense is 0.80. Under the feature selection parameter settings of the experiment that had the best performance, the minimum count for a one-wildcard feature was 4 and the conditional probability cut-off was 66%. Therefore, the abstract feature shown above would have been selected.
